
Office Party
Marco and the Universal Remote

Definitely not cuckolding!



Some time not too long ago in a fictional dimension of
„Office Party“…

Office Party
Special

Marco and the Universal 
Remote - Part II

Definitely not cuckolding!

In part one Marco has gotten his hand on a reality-
changing universal remote control. He has used it on his
boss Stacey and his co-worker Sayo. Besides several
physical transformations, Marco has used the powerful
trinket to get a blow-job from those two hot office girls.

Now Marco has withdrawn to his office and while trying to
focus on work, his thoughts drift back to those events
some hours ago. Was it all a dream? Did that really
happen? The remote is still in his pocket… What will he do
when Lucine enters his office to get some help from her
husband James?



Was it all a 
dream… Or 

did that really 
happen?

Yo, Marco. You 
look a bit out 
of it. Was the 

game that bad?

Game? 
Oh, the 
game…

Uh… I don’t 
know. Sayo and 

Stacey were 
there. Couldn’t 

watch it.

I see. TV blocked by 
the boss! Well, at least 
Stacey did not realize 
you were about to use 
office equipment to 
watch the game… 

right?

Nah. She 
has no 
clue…

Marco has gone back to his office and is trying to focus on work… but his thoughts
keep drifting back to his sexual interactions with Sayo and Stacey in the meeting room…



Hey there, 
guys.

Hon, I could use 
your help with 
some number-

crunching.
Got time?

Sure, 
show me.

Hi, 
Lucine.

Lucine is a 
real hottie…



Some pages later James has managed to
help his wife with her problem. In the
meantime Marco has used the remote to
play around with the couple – shrinking
James down in size and going through
several hair changes for Lucine until he
finally settled for the current one.



Wait!
Now I think I 
deserve a kiss 

for helping 
out!

Indeed, 
you do.

Oh man. It’s 
hilarious, but 
I can’t watch 

this. Poor 
James.



How tall was 
this guy 
again?



And just as Lucine wants to leave the
office, Marco decides to turn up the heat
and shrink her down in size as well.



As long as 
you let mine 
run free as 

well. *Press*

Sorry man. 
Sometimes 
the feelings 

run just wild.

No 
problem.

Blow Job 

justification

established...



I’m looking 
forward to 
sucking this 

guy!

Mhhhhhh
What a 

beautiful cock.

What the fuck 
are you doing?!

LUCINE?!
2

1

What’s wrong 
honey? I’m just 
doing my job 

here!

AWARE
Oh shit!

Something is 
wrong… The 

button!









End of Teaser

The full comic is 52 pages long, includes
13 pinups, is for adults only and available
on my Patreon Site (during March) or in my
Gumroad-Shop:

As you can see from the teaser this story
focuses a lot on shrinking and the action
afterwards. Also, some change of common
sense and cuckolding is included ;)
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